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Process scheduling by output
considerations

G. McC. HAWORTH
University of Cambridge, England

Introduction

In multi-tasking systems when it is not possible
to guarantee completion of all activities by speci-
fied times, the scheduling problem is not straight-
forward. Examples of this situation in real-time
programming include the occurrence of alarm
conditions and the buffering of output to peripher-
als in on-line facilities. The latter case is
studied here with the hope of indicating one solu-
tion to the general problem.

Three parameters are associated with each job
Ji (i = 1,... ,n). These are the processing time
estimate p. , the due-date di' and a positive
weighting "/..wi' Three problem areas are distin-
guished: .

1. The unweighted deterministic case (UDP)
where Pi is the known processing time and
wi = 1 for each Ji'

2. The weighted deterministic case (WDP)
where we have general weights wi and
known processing times Pi'

3. The stochastic case (SP), where the pro-
cessing time of Ji is a random variable
with an exponential distribution and mean
Pi' General weights cause no difficulty in
this case, but we are particularly interested
in sub-optimal schedules as the optimal
schedule cannot be derived entirely in
algebraic terms.

Given a schedule 5, Ji will be completed at
time ci (5): the cost which we seek to minimise
is n

T = Expectation !~ w.x max[O,Ii=1 "/..

and jobs are indexed so that

c. (5) - d.] ~

"/.. "/.. ~

. . => -1 -1"/..<J p.W. <p.w, or
"/.. "/.. J J

~1 -1
(p .W. = p .W" d. < d.)

"/.. "/.. J J "/.. J

The full derivation of the algorithms, which
are original, can be found in [4].

The unweighted deterministic problem

The cost in the deterministic cases is minimised
by sequencing the Ji without pre-emption or idle-
time [1, p.24L When wi= 1, the iterative algo-
rithm on p. 76 computes the best sequence. This
method is more convenient than the branch-and-
bound approach of [2] but springs from the same
source, namely

Th. UDl

d1 < max(d2 ,P2) <==>J 1

(Fig. 1)

precedes J 2 when n = 2

Th. UD2

i < j, d. < max(d.,p.) => J. precedes J.
"/.. J J "/.. J

(for any 'n')

dZ

.'.'
..'

..'.'t'

run Jl run Jz

dl

Fig. 1

An 'eligible' job is one which is not excluded
from the next position by Theorem UD2. The
algorithm forms the LEJ (longest eligible job)
sequence by executing the longest eligible job at
each stage. The LEJ sequence is certainly as
good as the EDD (earliest due-date) and LST
(least slack-time) sequences, and connot be
improved by interchanging jobs adjacent in the
sequence.
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Algorithm for the UDP

global proc, due, best sequence [l:n] ;

comment 'procl and 'duel hold the processing time and due dates
respectively of the jobs l, ,n;

{comment this block computes the best sequence [l:n] from
proc, due [l:n] for the unweighted deterministic problem;

~ tard, done, seq [I :n] , best cost~ .deferred job,
start of tai I, in doubt;

form LEJ sequence (l,n); best sequence := seq; best cost := cost;
checktail;

while in doubt ~ {try to improve best sequence; checktail}}

form LEJ sequence (start, limit) ~
{comment this fills places start,...,n with job indices ~ limit;

local i, 1, pr, place; pr:= 0;

if start 'f 1 then i2.!: i := 1.!2 start-l ~ pr := pr+proc[seq[i]];
for place := start to n do
---{comment this p~s the longest eligible job in place;

i := 1; whi 1e done [ i] > 0 do i := i+ 1; 1: = i +1;
whi le 1 ~t and proc[l]< due[ i] - pr do
--rIf done[l]~ and due[IJ<dueIi] th;n i := 1; 1 := 1+1};
seq[PJace]:= i; pr := pr + procIi]; -
tarde;] := max (0, pr-due i);
.!!. donee;] = -1 then limit:= n; dor.e[i] :=l}}

cost ~ ~ ta rd [ ;]- i=l

check tail ~
{comment this looks for the shortest tail sequence that might

not be in the optimal order;
local place, prefer;
in doubt := false; place:= n; prefer:= n+l;
while not in doubt and place>O do
~one[seq[place]] := 0;

if seq[place] > prefer then
-- {in doubt := true; deferred job := seq[place];

start of tai~ place}
else if tard[seq[place]] > proc[seq[place]] then
- -- {done[seq[place)):= -1; -

if seq[place] < prefer then prefer := seq[place]}
place := p];ce - I}} -

try to improve best sequence ~
{comment this defers the first job in the doubtful tail sequence;

form LEJ sequence (start of ta i I, deferred job -1);
.!!. cost < best cost then {best cost := cost; best sequence := seq}}
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If W= {i!c.(LEJ) - p. > d.. 3j > i s.t. J.1- 1- 1- J

precedes J. in LEJ }1-
then the minimal cost is not less than

T (LEJ) - 2: [e.(LEJ) - p'.- d.] .
iEW 1- 1- 1-

Hence, W= q,> is a sufficient but not necessary
condition for the LEJ sequence to be optimal, and
it is usually satisfied.

If ei(LEJ) - p. ..;; di for all i, then LEJ
coincides with EbD and is optimal. Thus the EDD
rule, which is known to be best if each Ji can be
completed by di' is seen to have far wider opti-
mal properties.

The algorithm has been run on collections of
100 job-sets for various 'n', with Pi , di random
in [0,1] and IO, in] respectively. For n = 4,
W= q, 95 times (out of 100)and LEJ was sub-opt.
3 times.

For n = 8,
W= q, 77 times and LEJ was sub-optimal 7 times.

. > For n = 16,
W==q, 28 times, LEJ was sub-optimal 26 times,
and on average, the algorithm performed only
two iterations after the initial LEJ. .

The weighted deterministic problem

The addition of general weights 1iJi complicates

i>

3333

,....

/
3332

/

2222
KEY

OPTIMAL
,""h 'h"""''''''' SUB-OPT.A

11 B
11 C

VALUES

Pl=l pz=e P3=ez wi=l d3=O

dl
6 8

the problem considerably, and no method match-
ing the efficiency of the OOP algorithm is possible.
One method [5] has been proposed, but it is
unwieldy for our purposes and has, been shown to
be sub-optimal by a three-job case study [1,
pp. 46-8 L .'.

Corresponding to Th. 001, we have, when
dI' dz ..;;PI + Pz

Th. WDl -1
dI ..;;max[P2 + (l-1iJI 1iJz)PI .

1iJ~I"'2dz+ 1iJ~I("'1 -"'2) (PI + pz)]

-- JI precedes J2 when n = 2 (see Figs.2, 3)

but this does not lead to the analogousform of
Th.OO2.

dZ

run JI run J2
N
~
1\
....
~ '1

dI

Fig. 2
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dZ

run Jl run Jz
N

:;t
v

.....

:;t

dl

Fig.3

The current goal is to find an algorithm which
will reduce to the UDP algorithm of p.76 when we
set the general weights to 1. In this direction we
have:

i<j<k: d. 0;;;p. + (l-lV-:IlV.)p.'Z- J 'Z- J 'Z-

=> d. 0;;;Pk + (l-lV-:IlV k )P''Z- 'Z- 'Z-

analo gous to d. < p. => d. < Pk'Z- J 'Z-

It is a remarkable fact that general weights are
more easily included in a stochastic study than in
the deterministic study, and we can for the
moment only ape the LEJ sequence, leaving the
question of suitable optimality criteria and an
iterative procedure open.

Th. WD2

dZ

preference
cyClic

Wi = 1
d3 = 0

dl

Fig. 4

The dynamic programming principle of optimal-
ity gives the equation

- C(S,t) = es (t) + min p:I[C(Si,t)-C(S,t)]
iES 'Z-

where SC{I, ,n}; S. = S-{i};
Z = {iliES, d. o;;;t; es (l;)= 1; lV. and C(S,t) is

'Z- iE Z 'Z-
the expected additional future cost at time t,
given that we follow the optimal policy and have
to schedule the jobs Ji, i E S .

It is useful to know that the form of the cost
function is

n

C = Z(t) + L: a.(t).exp(t/p.)
i=l 'Z- 'Z-

where the coefficients Z(t), ai(t) are constant
in half-open intervals [c,d). There is only a
finite number of these intervals.global p, d, w, seq[l:n];

local done[l:n], i, £, place, pr ;

pr := 0; for i := 1 to n do done[i] :=~;
for place := 1 to n do '

{i ':= 1; while done[i] do i := i+1; £ := i+1;

while £~n and W.Po + (w.-wo)p. < w.(d.-pr) do- -I" ,,, I I' -
{if not done[£] and wo(do-pr)+(w.-wo)(P.+Po) < w.(d.-pr)-- -"" I"'" 'I

then i := £;

£,:=£+1 }
seq[place] := i; pr := pr + proc[;]; done[i] := ~ }}

The stochastic problem

We add conditions of uncertainty to the problem in
the most convenient way by assuming that the
processing~time of Ji is a random variable
exponentially distributed with known mean Pi'
The probability of Ji terminating does not then
depend on the time for which it has already run,
and so this simplification leads to a Markov sys-
tem. More general probability distributions and
cost functions are treated in [3] for the case
n = 2.

78

The result for n = 2 is

Th.S1

dl 0;;;dz + PI loge(lVIPZ)/(lVzPI) <= run JI
(J I < J z)

Note that with three jobs, the situation J I < Jz,
Jz < J3 and J3 < JI may arise! (See Fig. 4.)



The best-decision areas for wi = 1, d3 = 0

and Pi= exp(i-l) are depicted in the graph on
p. 77. It is conjectured that the decision at time
t';;; d3 is the decision at t = d3 for n = 3, in
which case the graph is sufficient representation
of the solution.

Since numerical techniques are involved in
finding the decision areas, we turn to more con-
venient sub-optimal policies for implementation.

Sub-optimal stochastic policies

The graph on p. 77 compare~ the optimal decision
rule with three sub-optimal rules. The quartet
'ijkZ'in each region means "choice 'i' with opti-
mal rule, choice 'j' with rule A, 'k' with Band
'z' withC". ..

A. If we insist that whenwe switchfrom Jj to Ji
using this rule, Jj is the best choice in the
absence of Ji' and vice versa, then the
boundaries can be calculated algebraically. Where
they differ from those of the optimal policy and.
those of policy B below, they are marked by
dotted lines. Figure 5 indicates how the order of
preference of the jobs at anyone time changes in
a simple case.

B. With i < j, define Ji > Jj as
d. - d. > p. . log [(w.p.)/(w.p.)]

'Z- J 1.- e 1.- J J 1.-

Z={jIJ.>J.'rJi<j}3kEZ s.t. k;;;'j 'rJjEZ
1.- J

The decision of rule B is to run Jk' and this
is analogous to the LEJ sequence in the determin-
istic case..

C. Pi+ di acts as an index when all wi = 1 .
With rule C, we run Jk where
Pk + dk .;;;Pi + di 'rJi.

D. Also when the 1J)i= 1, we might apply the
deterministic rule. This is not shown on the
graph as it simply divides the area depicted
between J 1 and J2.

Rule B is the best for the purposes of schedul-
ing in real-time systems as it is applicable with
general weights, quick to calculate and in close
agreement with the optimal decision rule. In
many applications, including the one studied in
the next section, the other modelling assumptions
being made will make the difference between
rule B and the optimal rule insignificant.

Oneapplication: an on-linefacility

The primary purpose of processor scheduling in
an on-line system is to maintain the illusion for
each user that the computer is dedicated to him.
Most of the scheduling algorithms proposed and
implemented are based on resource considera-
tions only such as time quanta, time already
spent on a process, or - if the process is not
represented in core - storage requirements.

The illusion mentioned above will be achieved
if all output channels are kept busy, and the
proposal of this section is that we can come
closer to that goal by monitoring the output per-
formance of each process.

The on-line system modelled here is one in
which 'n' users Ui at separate consoles have each
submitted a task J.. The number 'n' varies with
time, but we make'Z-noattempt to anticipate the
arrival of new tasks: later arrivals pre-empt the
currently running process if necessary. An
amount di (t) of output has been created by Ji
but not received by ui, and this backlog, meas-
ured by the time it will take to clear, gives us a
due-date for J.. A further time d .(t) may
elapse before 1.-Jiproduces more oJtput to main-
tain the continuity of the data stream. Pi is an
estimate of the time required by Ji to produce a
unit of output, and a variety of simple heuristics
are available to decide this parameter. The
weight wi might represent an amalgamation of
factors such as the status of Ui' the time
already received by Ji and the output already
received by U..

The stoch~tic model with sub-optimal policy
'B' seems appropriate given the approximations
above. Since P, !!1,4 and 'n' are all functions of
time, the algorithm must be quanti sed in some
way to maintain CPU utilisation and control
housekeeping overheads.

Fig. 5 Illustrating how the preference order can change with sub-optimal strategy
A in the stochastic case. The calculations are done in backwards time.
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Q. Is the algorithm for the Weighted Determinist-
ic Problem linear?

~. No, the execution time is proportional to
N log N. (Similarly for the UnweightedDetermi-
nistic Problem.) .
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